About Customer
Options Technology is a
managed services provider
(MSP) for the financial services
industry, supporting 350 of
the world’s largest investment
banks, hedge funds, private
equity houses, and stock
exchanges—as well as
financial software providers.
www.options-it.com
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Options Technology
Invests in a New
Currency—Data
Options Technology’s clients are innovative and
hyper-competitive—always looking for an edge.
For these financial powerhouses, split-second
access to data is the key to unlocking smarter
trading strategies and deeper market insights.

Technology

Solution Area
Accelerate Core Applications
Activate Real-time Analytics
Modernize Data Protection

Products in Use
Pure Storage FlashArray//X
Pure Storage FlashArray//C
Pure Storage FlashBlade®
Pure as-a-Service

Clients rely on Options to stay ahead. “We serve
some of the largest financial services institutions
in the world,” says VP of Product Management
Michael Russo. “Innovation is part of our DNA—
we constantly strive to provide cutting-edge
solutions that evolve with our clients.”
Looking for greater performance and scalability,
Options pioneered an agile new approach to
storage using Pure as-a-Service.

“Moving to an OPEX
model with Pure
as-a-Service™ has
been game-changing.
We’ve shortened our
time to market and
are now providing
our clients with our
most performant and
competitive storage
solution to date.”
MICHAEL RUSSO,
VICE PRESIDENT,
PRODUCT MANAGEMENT,
OPTIONS TECHNOLOGY
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Challenges

Data at High Speed and Market Scale
Operating 50 data centers globally to support its clients, Options knows stakes are high.

Adding storage capacity
required large capital
outlays and extensive work

Clients often measure performance in nanoseconds and billions of dollars could be on the line.
Storage must perform to the highest standards, even as it scales.
“We need to be able to scale up or down on a moment’s notice,” says Russo. “A client might
suddenly need 5x more capacity for an analytics initiative or 50x for an acquisition.”
But adding storage arrays was time-consuming and required large capital expenditures.

Clients’ dynamic growth
made it challenging to
estimate capacity needs

“Balancing workloads to accommodate rapid growth became almost a full-time job, and we
still weren’t fully leveraging our storage investment,” says James Laming, Global Head of
Infrastructure at Options. “We needed a highly scalable, performant solution so we could focus
on delivery, not capacity or IOPS.”

Infrastructure team was
consumed with managing
storage versus innovating

No More Heavy Lifting—Performance and Scalability Come Easy
Options standardized on Pure Storage technology and adopted Pure as-a-Service. Instead of
taking on the risk of a capital expenditure, the company pays only for what it uses—scaling up
and down in real time and avoiding disruptive upgrade cycles.

Results

“Moving to an OPEX model with Pure as-a-Service has been game-changing,” says Russo.
“We shortened our time to market and can offer clients our most performant and competitive
storage solution to date.”

Eliminates expensive,
disruptive upgrade cycles
and 95% of support tickets

Options uses more than a dozen Pure Storage FlashArray//X and FlashArray//C arrays
to support everything from file servers to Oracle databases across thousands of globally
dispersed virtual machines. With sub-millisecond performance, Options can restore snapshots
rapidly. Nightly batch reports run in one-third less time, and storage support tickets have fallen
by 95%.

Shortens time to market
by simplifying storage
administration

Options is also deploying Pure Storage FlashBlade for unified fast file and object storage,
enabling traders to run compute-intensive quantitative analysis on market data. The new
systems enable Options to manage a plethora of advanced analysis as more clients pursue AI
and big data projects.

Reduces deployment
overhead with VMware,
Nagios, and Splunk plugins

“Pure provides a true consumption model, which makes it easy to support any workload,”
Laming says. “It’s quite nice being able to say ‘yes’ to our client’s aspirations, regardless of the
scale or speed.”
Options is saying “yes” to a lot these days, reinvesting its CAPEX savings in initiatives including
data center automation and a new subscription service for tick data—projects that are key to
keeping up in an industry that doesn’t slow down.
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